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Introduction to the
use and perspectives
of the Organic Eprints
archive
Room: HS 23 
PflanzenbauWorkshop outline
• Organic Eprints – introduction, status and 
perspectives, Lars Elsgaard, DARCOF
• Practical use of Organic Eprints and experience 
from FiBL, Helga Willer, FiBL
• Open discussion, including Klaus-Peter Aiple, 
responsible for the institutional respository at 
University of Hohenheim
Chair: Claus Bo Andreasen, DARCOFhttp://www.orgprints.orgMin objectives of Organic Eprints
• to facilitate the communication of research 
papers and research proposals
• to improve the dissemination and impact of 
research findings
• to document the research effort
The main objectives of the Organic Eprints archive
are:
In accordance with these goals, the archive accepts 
many kinds of papers, not just journal articlesCriteria for acceptance
The only criteria for acceptance of documents are:
• that they are relevant to research in organic
agriculture
• that they have a finished form that is ready to
enter into a process of communication 
• that the required metadata information is
correctCumulative number of deposits
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Not peer reviewed
79%
Submitted
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Accepted
19%Subjects, percent
General
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Perspectives and advantages of Organic Eprints
approached from four views:
• Users – who search, browse and subscribe
• Depositors – who increase research impact
• Webmasters – who integrate Organic Eprints
• Project managers – who report and evaluateBrowsing in Organic EprintsViewing deposits in Organic EprintsSubscription to e-mail alertsMotivations for depositors
• You are present with your publication in the most 
important international database for publications 
related to organic farming research  
• Your publications are available online for a wide range
of users and thus become well known 
• Each document has its own, permanent internet
address. From your own homepage you can link to
your documents in Organic Eprints Motivations for depositors
• The users can contact you and comment on your
publications
• You are contributing to an international organic
agriculture related research network which will help to
better coordinate research activitiesAdvantages of using Organic Eprints
Facilitate horizontal activities between SP’s
Increase visibility and impact of the work
Give access to the results for a broader audience
Incorporate open access to the results which is a 
point the EU may consider to make obligatory in FP7
To document the research effort in a permanent way
also after completion of the project period horizontal
activitiesIncreasing number of citations
Analysis of 119.924 
conference articles in 
computer science and 
related disciplines
Mean number of
citations to offline 
articles is 2.74
Mean number of
citations to online 
articles is 7.03
Lawrence 2001Organic Eprints used with websitesOrganic Eprints used with newsletters
http://orgprints.org/perl/search/simple…Entering Eprints for others
Organic Eprints is an open access archive and the idea is 
that authors and project responsibles enter information 
themselves. This has the following advantages: 
• When finalising a deposit authors make a depositing
agreement confirming that Organic Eprints does not 
assume any responsibility if there is any breach of 
copyright in distributing these files or metadataEntering Eprints for others
Organic Eprints is an open access archive and the idea is 
that authors and project responsibles enter information 
themselves. This has the following advantages: 
• The author is the contact for the paper and can be
approached directly for questions related to a depositEntering Eprints for others
Organic Eprints is an open access archive and the idea is 
that authors and project responsibles enter information 
themselves. This has the following advantages: 
• If an author moves to another institution the contact
details in the user record can be changed – so they
can still be reached for questions on a particular paperCopyright issues
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.html
The sherpa project in the UK have made and 
maintains a list of publisher and journal copyright 
policies. Presently, 262 publishers and 9861 
journals are coveredTerminology of scientific papers
• preprints  = pre-review  (manuscript)   
• post prints = post-review  (revised manuscript)
• reprints =  published Copyright issues
ROMEO colour Archiving policyCopyright issues
ROMEO colour Archiving policy
green
can archive pre-print and 
post-printCopyright issues
ROMEO colour Archiving policy
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post-print
blue can archive post-printCopyright issues
ROMEO colour Archiving policy
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ROMEO colour Archiving policy
green
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white
archiving not formally 
supportedCopyright issues
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.htmlGreen publishers
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.htmlBlue publishers
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.htmlYellow publishers
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.htmlWhite publishers
http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/index.htmlExample: agricultural soil science
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?
?Publisher and journal positions - summary
262 publishers
27%
73%
9861 journals
92%
8%COMMUNITY RESEARCH
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